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The coming of the Information age, just like the agricultural age and industrial 
age, makes the production instrument changing accordingly with the social 
transformation and progress. The applications and popularization of the computer and 
graphics software provide mighty technical support and infinite possibility of design 
creativity for character design. Under the impact of postmodernism, the character 
design is full of vitality interestingness after breaking the dull Modernism and 
internationalism and making jokily ornamental changes. The development of 
interdisciplinarity pushes the character design into a broader space. The carrying 
media of character design is not only the print media, but also a variety of materials 
and variegated visual form display in our eyes. The above changes make the character 
design impact our visual perception constantly , meanwhile, subvert our 
understanding of the character design. 
This paper narrates the diversification of the character design since the 
information age and states its generating social factors and explores the relationship 
between the visual arts psychology and character design diversification.  
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